"Under what conditions is a birth not recognized as a birth?" Bhanu Kapil’s eponymous new book Ban asks, “Answer: Ban. And from Ban: ‘banlieu’es.’” Drawing equally from the works of Theresa Hak Kyung Cha and Ana Mendieta, Ban traces an outline around the charred remains of those disposable bodies, “both dead and never living,” marking the borders of national belonging and permissible sexual violence. The book is also a series of performance notes for what it calls an “auto-sacrifice,” a kind of self-consuming memorial, for Nirbhaya, “The Fearless One,” a young woman from New Delhi gang raped and beaten to death by a group of men on a bus in 2012, and for militant antiracist activist Clement Blair Peach, likely killed by police in 1979 at a demonstration against the far right British National Front. Ban fills draws and redraws the silhouettes of these and other figures and fills them in with flowers, blood, and fire—“the depleted, yet still livid mixture of materials that a race riot is made from.”

Kapil’s latest book is a dazzlingly resourceful attempt to imagine metamorphic pathways for bodies rendered unnatural—“the immigrant, the monster, the schizophrenic and the wolf”—at the ragged edges of national belonging. The book is also a lament for the indelibility of patriarchal violence, an “form of negation...that wasn’t erased,” often naturalized by discourses of ethnic cohesion. “You can be hybrid and not share a body with anything else,” the poet notes, “Thus, the different parts of “Ban” do not touch. They never touch at all.”

—Chris Chen
1. [13 Errors for Ban]:


A re-telling—tiny movements—of a scene from Ban. “The weight of my head pushing down on the floor opens my mouth,” says Laura Ann. “It’s not the mouth that wants to open, necessarily. It’s the gravity, the pressure, the force....” As Laura Ann’s mouth [jaw] opens, deep in the pose, I notice that her legs part. From behind. At that moment, I realize I have not written the part of Ban that is about sex—the bad sex of the riot. Two weeks later, exhausted, trying to write [re-write] Ban, as I do every day, I lean over to the bookshelf and brush [touch] Dictée, a book I have not read for many years. I close my eyes then open them, my finger on page 4. A volt of violet [orange] fire goes through my body when I read these words: “Now the weight from the uppermost back of her head, pressing downward. It stretches evenly, the entire skull expanding tightly all sides the front of her head. She gasps from its pressure, its contracting motion.” In this way, Cha’s “dead tongue” licks the work. No. I feel her licking me. The inside of my arm, the inside of my ear. My error. I wake up. It’s time for the auto-sacrifice to begin.
2. AUTO-SACRIFICE (Notes):

Though I cannot bear it. I make a table out of the notes and smooth down its long red tail. A ribbon. That extends into the aisle. I press click and the sentences are abruptly regulated in ways a baby could have figured out. No offense to babies. No offense to chimpanzees. I think of the grid as a sanctuary, an orphanage, a home—for the sentences to be. Though at any moment I might press click again. In fact, I went to a sanctuary for chimps in Louisiana, near the border with Texas. At any time, the chimps could be removed—to a lab at Oklahoma State University—for a test. An experiment. Then returned. I went there. I pretended to be a volunteer with Jordan and JT, two MFA students from Baton Rouge. We stuffed Donkey Kongs with peanut butter and threw them over the hedge. Is this how you become a writer? It's still not real to me—what the sentences are for and how long they might go on.

3. STORIES:

No, I don't think so. I wrote a companion series or sequence of childhood stories to lie next to Ban, but when it was time to publish them, here (in section 3), I pressed the delete button and stored them in another file. “I am not interested in disclosure. I am interested in discharge,” said Petra Kuppers in the cafe in Berkeley that served vegan chocolate cake in 2011. We were meeting for the first time. No stories of early life, or any part of life, were exchanged, in the culture I was now a part of yet distinct from my own. “I'm sorry,” said Petra Kuppers, “but I'm not interested in your story. I'm not interested in where you are from.”
4. END-NOTES:

Extreme gratitude to the other writers and non-writers who encouraged me to take risks in venues of all kinds. Curation worked out for me. Performance art worked out for me. It helped me to think. Is there something wrong with me? I withdrew the stories now this. These notes that are not for writing but for you. For example, I didn't get to the part with Kapil Muni—a section [incarnate], regressed: a woman who—Ban-like—contorted [leaped] out of a sacrificial [bridal] fire and is [was] carried out to sea—the Bay of Bengal—on the backs of tiny pink dolphins. How her burns were sucked and fused by sea creatures: their microscopic mouths. Bronze-copper, supine—mid ocean—she's balanced on the back of a whale. Lightning strikes her body in a pagan tableau and she: opens her milky eyes. Kapil Muni—seated—opens his third-eye as she drifts past Sagar Island—and sends a beam of gold [rose] [blue] light to her. I wanted Ban to receive the energy too, simultaneously, here—but would blank out—each time—the section, the time, the body. What kind of person blanks out eternal time? It is okay. Not even in the end parts could I approach this area, the gift, a color healing so radical it extends to a future self—that was not mine.

5. BUTCHER'S BLOCK APPENDIX:

97.5% of the work of Ban happened in notebooks, public or otherwise. One day, my neighbor put her butcher's block on the curb. I got it and washed it down, stacking the notebooks in the three wire cages beneath the chopping board. I printed out the pages from my blog, where I had written Ban in a frenzy, and tucked those in as well. In this way, writing, I was able to turn from the computer to the dormant yet demonstrative materials: there. On the slab. In reality, the apparatus was not accessible; the wire cages kept getting caught. Thus, on December 21st, 2012—the winter solstice—I made an appendix, opening the notebooks at random and setting my fingertip down. My fingertip was like an "extended periphery." Cha. My fingertip was like an animal, sensing with its delicate, representative snout. This was bibliomancy. A way to make visible something that was "no longer possible to say." Cha again. Who has arrived. In the last possible minute of the book. To augur. To be here—also. With Ban.
6a. EPIGRAPHS:

“What time is it? Irradiates the ash carapace

The greenish grey of the flesh

—adulates—

aching the crown carried by the scarab.”


“The time is 6:35 p.m. she turns her head exactly to the left.”

—Theresa Hak Kyung Cha, *Dictee.*

“I understand the concern of your people. But if you keep off the streets of London and behave yourselves you won’t have the SPG to worry about.”

—Sir David McNee, Commissioner of the Metropolitan Police Service, defending the actions of the Special Patrol Group, to a black journalist.

Even out of context, the two deleted epigraphs betray their weightlessness and make me feel a little sick. If you were here, I would make you some mint tea and turn out the sofa for a little bed. Here you are. There it is. Let's talk about it tomorrow.

Are you alive?

6b.

One thing next to another doesn't mean they touch.
7. DEDICATION:

This book is dedicated to Blair Peach, the teacher from New Zealand who protested a gathering of the National Front in the town hall of Southall, Middlesex (U.K.)—an immigrant suburb of West London—the banlieue of the title—on April 23rd, 1979. He is the martyr of my novel although he does not appear in it. He appears here. He appears now. He appears before the novel begins. Knocked unconscious by a member of the Metropolitan Police Special Patrol Group, Peach died the next day in Ealing Hospital. Reports acknowledging the cause of his death were made public by the Metropolitan Police on April 27th, 2010.

Blair Peach, 1979.
8. INSTALLATIONS AND PERFORMANCES:


2. Street: Lie down on sidewalk next to the ivy in the exact spot that the novel is set, somewhere between Balmoral Avenue and Lansbury Drive. Observe the sky. Install circular mirrors in the vines. Nervous system notes. Descriptions of the weather and neighborhood. Similarly, at other sites in West London, crumple aluminium foil, make a daffodil ikebana as a late April shrine. Hayes, Middesey, England, 2012.

3. Body outline on ground ringed by candles/flowers at the site where Jyoti Singh Pandey lay for 40 minutes in December 2012, raped then thrown from the bus and gutted with a steel pipe. I walk—naked, barefoot, red—from the cinema in South Delhi where she watched the Life of Pi. Then caught a bus. To this spot. The anti-rape protesters make a circle around my body when I lie down. What do they receive? An image. But what happens next? How does the energy of a performance mix with the energy of the memoria? How does the image support the work that is being done in other areas? Which hormones does it produce? New Delhi, India, 2014.

4. Poetics of Healing “meat sack” performance. No butcher’s table this time. No window. No voyeurism. No privacy. Here, I am being dragged off the stage by Jai Arun Ravine, a writer from [of] the Bay Ares, in the Subterranean Arthouse at 8 p.m. The evening is part of a larger curation: “vital forms.” A homeopath inverts her body, for example, to expose the surgery to her breast. Berkeley, CA, 2013.


9. Symbolic scene for Ban. At the last moment, it seems unbearable to read my actual writing aloud in front of a local group. Later that night, I write a brief account of the improvised performance and post it on my blog. Was Jack Kerouac a Punjabi? “To strip down, partially, because nudity, to be effective, to be frightening, should be that. I read it like this—the description. Of the person who was exposed: to light. In the night-time scene. To ask three women of color, who identify as non-white in some way, to stand to my left. To ask eleven men who are white, or who identify as white, to stand to my right…. An invitation. To take, in turns, the chance to hit. Or kick. Or hit. Or hurt. The white men took in turns to hit me, then re-formed the loop. I ended the loop by saying, now the performance is over. I did not feel attenuated or vivid during the series of impacts; I felt something else.” Titmouse launch. The Dikeou Collection. Denver, Colorado, 2011.


12. Memorial ritual [street puja] for Nirbhaya on the service road parallel to the Mahipalpur Flyover, also known as the Airport Flyover. Outside Hotel 37, named in the Death Sentence judgement as the place where Nirbhaya [Jyoti Singh Pandey] was thrown from a bus after a gang rape, and where she lay for 40 minutes, her entrails black on the pink-grey street; I make a public offering. “How do you draw the ghost of the intestines?” —Laura Ann Samuelson. A group of men and boys from a nearby tobacco stand gathers to watch; my inadvertent witnesses. Curious, nervous, thin. Two men dig up a sewer next to me as I pour the red powder onto the ground. The doorman of Hotel 37 crosses the sidewalk to ask: “What kind of survey is this, madam?” Materials: sindoor (red powder) and peacock ore (a gift from CAConrad). Tonglen practice. Is this the charnel ground? Yes, it is. I collect an earth sample. I get into the taxi. The peacock ore is vibrating in my stained palm. South Delhi, India, 2014.

[13 Errors for Ban] ..........................................................................................................

:Notes/instructions written into an AWP panel talk the night before, but also afterwards. Yes, yes. I know AWP is not cool. It is terrifying. Believe me, I spent half the conference inverted above the Puget Sound and/or drinking vodka with Maggie Z. I exaggerate. After my talk, I went to see the panel on African writers next door. A memorial for Kofi Awoonor. In the audience, I clutched my dirty sheets in a bundle to my bony chest. I wept when the time came, and left as soon as I could.

[Hold up white sheet with long red tail. Smooth it on table. Extend ribbon into aisle. Empty charcoal from Safeway plastic bag onto white sheet before talk begins. Hold up yellow sheet with black and white zig zag tail as you read the first parts of the talk.] Nude Page for Ban: “Would you, or someone else you know, smear this page with soot from a car’s diesel pipe or dirt from the asphalt? And let this, this dirty page, be the page that I submit?” [Ronaldo Wilson helps me. To give the yellow sheet to the audience. He cuts his hand on the tail and bleeds all over the white sheet/charcoal mixture beneath. He makes a video. I haven’t seen it yet. He shows PINK and I think: Ronaldo is the pink lightning.]

I wanted to write a novel but instead I wrote this. [Hold up charcoal in fist.] I wrote the organ sweets—the bread-rich parts of the body before it’s opened then devoured. I wrote the middle of the body to its end.

This is the table. [Stroke the broad cloth.] It’s an animal—“there, there.”

On September 4th, 2010, at 7 p.m., I began to write—but did not
write—[wrote]: Notes for a novel never written: a novel of the race riot: (Ban.) As my contribution to a panel at the limits of the poetic project—its capacity: for embodiment, for figuration, for what happens to bodies when we link them to the time of the event, which is to say—unlived time, the part of time that can never belong to us—I would like to present: a list of the errors I made as a poet engaging a novel-shaped space, the space of a book: set: on a particular day and at a particular time: April 23rd, 1979. The novel begins at 4 p.m.—just as Ban—a brown [black] girl—is walking home from school. She orients to the sound of breaking glass, and understands the coming violence has begun. Is it coming from the far-off street or is it coming from her home? Knowing that either way she’s done for—she lies down to die. A novel is thus an account of a person who has already died, in advance of the death they are powerless. To prevent. “There are no angels.” What will it take to shed off, to be rendered, to incarnate, to never be there in the same way again?

Error 1: [Press play on iPod so that the rest of the talk plays through the conference sound system. I don’t speak for the rest of the talk. I have an idea to crush the charcoal with great force, a chunk of it in each hand. But when it’s time, I can’t always do what’s necessary. I bring the charcoal to my mouth. I hesitate. I smash it down. I want to end the talk covered with black dust, the life food or emblem of Ban herself. Let’s see what unfolds. Let’s see if it’s possible. To be done.]

Ban is not an immigrant; she is a shape or bodily outline that’s familiar: yet inaccurate: to what the thing is. How to look good on Skype. A vaginal opening. By 2011, she’s a blob of meat on the sidewalk. I progress her to meat—a monstrous form—but here she the last 12 hours: 4 p.m. to 4 a.m. [and other dominant forms]. I lie down next to her and extend my own tongue to the ivy that curls down to the sidewalk with its medicine and salt: so close to my own mouth. Lick it and you could die. I do all these things, but Ban does not die. With every rainfall, she’s washed off the street but by morning, a stain rises up through the asphalt and by 4 p.m. the next day, she’s ready to go again. This is the first problem of the project; an interest in duration as the force by which—something: might become. We worked on this in so many MFA classes, and yet here I am—facing the poor results of this model for Ban herself, who lies outside of time. Precisely because—as a black person or child born to immigrants in the U.K. of 1971—her birth broke something. It inserted something, like when you start to hate yourself or when you lose something. “What is born in England but is never English?” What grew a tail? What leaned over and rested its hands on its knees? An immigrant has a set of complex origins, is from elsewhere; the monster is made, on the other hand, from local mixtures of organic and inorganic materials, repurposed teeth, selenium, lungs, pink lightning, public health concerns.

2. How nudity functions in the work.

3. I thought I was writing about an immigrant. I was writing about a monster. Monsters don’t incarnate. They regress.

4. Ban is a dessicating form on the sidewalk—her teeth, in contrast, are so white—turn indigo: when the headlights of oncoming cars strobe over her prose, barely visible/dark face. And hair. I should have written the alien body as a set of fragments, a ghazal with an omega mouth and a healing cry; instead, I went with historical
fiction—the narrative of a riot that had receded by 1983, to be overlain by other riots. The riot is a charnel ground in this sense—overlaid—in the present—by concrete—poured right down—over the particular spot on the sidewalk I am speaking of—as well as—migrations—from Eastern Europe—and beyond. The causal goal for the project was to collect some of these fragments in an ultraformal way that might not very easily, in turn, be encountered by a wide audience. I wanted the fragments to circulate then ebb, just as immigrant memory is fragile, replaced by the next incoming wave of life; little shops that stock the dried milk powder a housewife needs for the sweet goods she makes on particular festivals and nights. And later, in Arabic, Polish, and Tamil script printed right on the glass, the words for goat, electronics, the fruit with the little black spots below the anus of the stem.

6. The project fails at every instant and you can make a book out of that and I do, in the same time that it takes other people to write their second novel that is optioned by Knopf and which details the world they grew up in, just as I am—detailing—which is to say: scouring/burnishing—the world I grew up in too.

7. What would I have written—what would have become of these materials—had I stayed in the U.K.?

8. Charcoal—the very thing Ban is made of—is so messy. I was covered from my brow to my waist like the chimney sweep in the poems of William Blake in every art class of my youth. As a teenager, I used to play truant every Wednesday and catch the train to Pimlico, still in my uniform and with my packed lunch, as if I was going to school. I went to the Tate—every Wednesday—like clockwork—to look—at the illuminated books—of Blake—in a very dark room intended to preserve—the golden ink and peacock green or blue embellishments. The error here is that I chose to write my book in a place where these colors and memories are not readily available. There is no bank. Instead, I scream them—I scream the colors each to each—and this is difficult. It is difficult to work in simple, powerful ways with the proxy memories. For weeks at a time, I stopped writing—and when I returned, Ban was gone. She continued on without me, and what I had to do next will make you dislike me even more than you already do. I had to eat what was on the floor. I had to make an artifact out of something that had left no artifacts. I had to put the charcoal in my mouth and choke it down.

9. Although I am interested in errors, perhaps it is more accurate to say I wrote a book that failed—and not in the interesting vulnerable way that books sometimes fail—but in this other way—the way of the species that isn’t registered or described; that does not emerge.” To replicate but not survive. At this stage of the project, I was still optimistic. Lyn Hejinian came to Naropa and gave a talk on captioning. During the Q & A, I asked: “How do you caption smoke?” She said: “You’d have to trap it first.” And so I tried to trap the sounds made—sub-auditory—by Ban—in another era—but, despite my training—in Physics—to A level—I could not. Also, I was super lazy. In addition, I had suspended my normal coping mechanisms. For the better part of 2012, Ban looped—an orbital of dog shit, soot, bitumen and diesel oil—around the city. That December, energized by the solstice, I built a chrysalis in my garden. I leaned a plate of glass against the back fence. I put the glass in fiction to trap the dots and bits of Ban. But then it snowed—and the turquoise and scarlet fibers of the chrysalis poured into the
sloppy flower I had painted on the glass—with my son—washed off. I felt demoralized, sometimes, looking out at the trashy garden I had made. And far from home. The more time passed, the less and less was Ban. Something that could be written down.

10. Prepare yourselves. I collaborated with Claudia Rankine on Stories of Brown Girlhood—but dropped the ball. It was too hard to keep writing the stories and also it was the same story, again and again. It was the story of a girl on the floor of the world; perhaps for Claudia it was a similar thing. She had a beautiful handbag and a family; I felt that I had ruined everything and watched as even my handbag fell apart. I do not mean that I ruined the collaboration but rather that I did not have the kind of life that supported the work with charcoal and narrative forms. When the opportunity came to present my work at a literary event, I was mortified at the thought of reading Ban. I went to the thrift store and bought some red fabric that felt and moved like silk. My mother sewed me a loose bag with a drawstring at the throat. Two weeks later, I removed my clothes. I climbed into the throat. Inside the bag, the lights of the studio were very soft. Another writer dragged me onto the stage. In the meat sack, I made a gesture-posture set for Ban. I pulled the drawstring tight and convulsed—spasmed—for Ban. Later that night, I wrote a sensorimotor sequence for Ban. I made a theory of narrative and the nervous system for Ban. I made a cadence for Ban. I made a syntax for Ban. The error of the performance was not that I did these things—but rather—that the discharge of something long held—in the body—does not—affect—or modulate—the resurgence—of a latent—and vehement (British) Far Right. My mistake is that I perform works intended for a European audience—in California—and that I do not have the courage or means to go home.

11. In December 2012, a girl returning from the cinema in New Delhi, having watched the Life of Pi, was caught and raped—gutted with a steel pipe—on a bus—then thrown to the ground. Near the Vasunt Kunj enclave—with its Dubai skyline rising up behind the flaps and hemp rooves of the market—and about 10 minutes from the Indira Gandhi airport—the girl lay dying on the ground. She lay on the ground for 40 minutes—twitching—making low sounds—then none at all—diminishing—before anyone called the police. I thought about those 40 minutes and compared them to the fictive—12 hours—that Ban lay on the ground. What was in the work—as an image—had appeared beyond it—as a scene. I thought about the crowd that gathered to watch as—the girl—the Fearless One—as they called her, afterwards—began to die; a black rope and other materials extended from her body towards them—according to witness accounts. Does the body of the witness discharge something too? At that moment, I stopped writing Ban.

12. And there I lay down on the ground.

13. And this was the part of the project that could not be completed in the same place that the project was held. And this was what happened when the project fell away and all I was left with were the materials themselves and what the materials wanted was to be crushed and to be returned to the earth and ultimately to be set on fire—to receive the pink lightning—in every part of themselves—but I knew that if I did this, if I continued to write—like this—then I myself—would not be able—to return.
Auto-sacrifice (Notes)

1. *Pink Lightning for Ban*

"The day of the riot dawns bright and lazy with a giant silky cloud sloughing off above the roofs."

"The mouth of the riot is a stretch of road."

Pink lightning fills the borough like a graph. All day, I graph the bandages, race passion and chunks of dirt to Ban—plant-like, she's stretching then contracting on the ground.

Three streets over, a mixed group nears a house. Their faces are pressed to the blood-flecked window, banging their forehead on the glass. Inside the house, a woman arranges the meat on a tarp. She tucks and pins the shroud behind its ears with quick-moving hands, looking up from time to time at the crowd that's gathered to spit on the window and call.

That night, I dreamed of exiting the subway at the interface a car would make with the M25. The commuters were processing around a semi-rural roundabout, their hands on imaginary steering wheels, their wing-backed loafers shuffling on the tarmac, the black road, like wheels. Evening Standards tucked sharply beneath their arms.

The dream requires something of me.

It requires me to acknowledge that my creature (Ban) is over-written by a psychic history that is lucid, astringent, witty. No longer purely mine.
2. *Meat forest: 1979*

Ban fulfills the first criterium of monstrosity simply by degrading: by emitting bars of light from her teeth and nails, when the rain sweeps over her then back again.

I like how the rain is indigo, like a tint that reveals the disease process in its inception.

Above her, the pink lightning is branched—forked—in five places.

A brown ankle sparkles on the ground.

Genital life gives way to bubbles, the notebook of a body’s two eyes.

Like a person in an ancient pose, I lean in a L-shaped posture over the counter: flat back, rump displayed to any passer-by, blood dripping down the backs of my thighs. They don’t see me. I clean the street until all that’s left is a ring of oily foam, the formal barrier of a bad snow. Are you sick and tired of running away?

Then lie down.

Invert yourself above a ditch or stream beneath a bright blue sky.

Then pull yourself up from your knees to clean.

Clean the street until all that’s left is a ring of oily foam, the formal barrier of a bad snow.

It snows that April for a few minutes, early in the day. Children walking on the Southall Broadway open their mouths to receive the aluminium snowflakes. In their bright pink and chocolate brown dresses, tucked beneath the heavy blue coats, these immigrant children are dazzled by the snow, even though they were born here, a train-ride from a city tilted to receive the light, its sprig bending over in the window of the pretty bank.

Many years later, I return. To place a daffodil on the Uxbridge Road.

Is zinc an element? It’s a sheen. Spread it on the ankle of Ban.

Is there a copper wire? Is there a groin? Make a mask for Ban.
3. What is Ban?

Ban is a mixture of dog shit and bitumen (ash) scraped off the soles of running shoes: Puma, Reebok, Adidas.

Looping the city, Ban is a warp of smoke.

To summarize, she is the parts of something re-mixed as air: integral, rigid air, circa 1972–1979. She’s a girl. A black girl in an era when, in solidarity, Caribbean and Asian Brits self-defined as black. A black (brown) girl encountered in the earliest hour of a race riot, or what will become one by nightfall.

April 23rd, 1979: by morning, anti-Nazi campaigner, Blair Peach, will be dead.

It is, in this sense, a real day: though Ban is unreal. She’s both dead and never living: the part, that is, of life that is never given: an existence. What, for example, is born in England, but is never, not even on a cloudy day, English?

Under what conditions is a birth not recognized as a birth?

Answer: Ban.

And from Ban: “banlieues.”

(The former hunting grounds of King Henry VIII. Earth-mounds. Oaks split into several parts by a late-century lightning storm.) These suburbs are, in places, leafy and industrial; the Nestle factory spools a milky, lilac effluent into the Grand Union canal that runs between Hayes and Southall. Ban is nine. Ban is seven. Ban is ten. Ban is a girl walking home from school just as a protest starts to escalate. Pausing at the corner of the Uxbridge Road, she hears something: the far-off sound of breaking glass. Is it coming from her home or is it coming from the street’s distant clamor? Faced with these two sources of a sound she instinctively links to violence, the potential of violent acts, Ban lies down. She folds to the ground. This is syntax.

Psychotic, fecal, neural, wild: the auto-sacrifice begins, endures the night: never stops: goes on.

As even more time passes, as the image or instinct to form this image desiccates, I prop a mirror, then another, on the ground for Ban.

A cyclical and artificial light falls upon her in turn: pink, gold, amber then pink again. Do the mirrors deflect evil? Perhaps they protect her from a horde of boys with shaved heads or perhaps they illuminate—in strings of weak light—the part of the scene when these boys, finally, arrive.

The left hand covered in a light blue ash. The ash is analgesic, data, soot, though when it rains, Ban becomes leucine, a bulk, a network of dirty lines that channel starlight, presence, boots. Someone walks towards her, for example, then around her, then away.

I want to lie down in the place I am from: on the street I am from.

In the rain. Next to the ivy. As I did, on the border of Pakistan and India: the two Punjabs. Nobody sees someone do this. I want to feel it in my body—the root cause.
4. Cobra Notes for Ban

I want a literature that is not made from literature. A girl walks home in the first minutes of a race riot, before it might even be called that—the sound of breaking glass as equidistant, as happening/coming from the street and from her home.

What loops the ivy-asphalt/glass-girl combinations? Abraded as it goes? I think, too, of the curved, passing sound that has no fixed source. In a literature, what would happen to the girl? I write, instead, the increment of her failure to orient, to take another step. And understand. She is collapsing to her knees then to her side in a sovereign position.

Notes for Ban, 2012: a year of sacrifice and rupture, murderous roses blossoming in the gardens of immigrant families with money problems, citizens with a stash: and so on. Eat a petal and die. Die if you have to. See: end-date, serpent-gate. Hole. I myself swivel around and crouch at the slightest unexpected sound.

When she turned her face to the ivy, I saw a cube of foil propped between the vines. Posture made a circuit from the ivy to her face. The London street a tiny jungle: dark blue, slick and shimmering a bit, from the gold/brown tights she was wearing beneath her skirt. A girl stops walking and lies down on a street in the opening scene of a riot. Why? At points it rains. In a novel that no one writes or thinks of writing, the rain falls in lines and dots upon her. In the loose genetics of what makes this street real, the freezing cold, vibrating weather sweeping through south-east England at 4 p.m. on an April afternoon is very painful. Sometimes there is a day and sometimes there is a day reduced to its symbolic elements: a cup of broken glass; the Queen’s portrait on a thin bronze coin; dosage; rain.

This is why a raindrop indents the concrete with atomic intensity. This is why the dark green, glossy leaves of the ivy are so green: multiple kinds of green: as night falls on the “skirt.” The outskirts of London: *les banlieues*. 
5. I wanted to re-imagine the boundary

Perhaps I should say that I grew up partly in Ruislip. The Park Woods that bounded it were rimmed, themselves, with land forms that kept in the boar. I used to go directly to those masses and lie down on them, subtly above a city but beneath the plate of leaves, in another world.

One morning I went there though it was raining.

To soften this scene would require time travel, which I am not prepared to do. I am not prepared to take off my clothes. I am not prepared to charter or re-organize the cosmic symbols of Sikhism, Anglican Christianity and the Hindu faith. One night, I went home, and my hands were caked in dirt and dew. My skirt was up around my ears. My legs were cold. The insides of my eyes were cold. The bath I took, I couldn't get it hot enough. That night, my eyes turned blue.

More recently, I've been obsessed with the image of a dark-skinned girl walking home from school.

Imagine your fingertips are animals that still carry the imprint of a plant memory.

And the veins of the nearby plants flood with sugar. The sugar and the sky suck the body of a black woman. They surge towards her through the mud and air. Pinned there, scrawled, like a name. A woman (girl) so black she radiates a limited consciousness. In this scene without depth, she is supine, lifting her arms very carefully then setting them down; an image that is never exhausted, though I write it again and again. With a careful hand.

How the street tilts and the rain and blood slide into the gutter below the pavement's lip. A dress slides off and is received by the white space beneath the ivy. Is the street a letterbox? Is the night your mouth? A long black hair is carried to Yeading High Street on the sole of a shoe. And it's there behind The White Stag, a skinhead pub on the border with Hayes, that the hair sheds off. At this moment, like a delicate clock, the difficult music of another century, the riot begins—a distant roar, a van with orange stripes—a strobe.

I made the ivy go faster like a carpet or rug I could pull.

Ban turns her head to the wall.

Imagine a cloud of milk as it dissipates, spilled on a London street in an act of protest.

Imagine mica glinting in the oily curd of the pavement.

Imagine that the rough, pink tip of a girl's tongue slips out, extending to the ivy's salt—for nourishment.

What did Ban do that outweighed art? What kind of art did she produce?

Returning to the U.S., I lay down in the mud, removing my clothes and exposing my body with its waist and hips and suitcase of limbs.
Above me, in a bush of late summer flowers—white pom-poms with deep green leaves—migrating finches made a choral sound.

From one angle, Ban is slick, like the emerald or indigo tint of ring feathers. From another she is a kerosene patch set on fire with a careless match.

The sun burns and heals.

But it’s time to go home. As we coast up the estuary, veering left and north towards Heathrow, I can see the Southall water tower and the golden, balloon-shaped minaret of the Sikh temple. I look down as we fly over and there, close enough to touch, is the set of Ban. I describe the creamy clouds in my notebook, how they emit dark silver beams of light.

I analyze my glimpse of the asphalt.

Nevertheless, when it was time for such a thing, I could not bear to be touched—by another person.

Ban opens her mouth for the spores that pour from the early morning sun on April 23rd, a Monday morning in 1979—just as the rioters are eating their breakfast, an egg on a piece of toast, with not a thought—of riot—in their heart.

6. Notes Toward a Race Riot Scene

In April 1979, I was ten years old.

This is a short talk about vectors. It’s about Brueghel’s Icarus. It’s about a girl walking home from school at the exact moment her neighbor laces up his Doc Martens, tight. It’s about a partial and irrelevant nudity. It’s about the novel as a form that processes the part of a scene that doesn’t function as an image, but as the depleted, yet still vivid mixture of materials that a race riot is made from. Think of the sky. Think of the clear April day with its cardigans and late afternoon rain shower. Think of the indigo sky lowering over London like a lid. Think of Blair Peach, the anti-racism campaigner and recent emigrant from New Zealand, who will die before this day is out.

Think about a cyborg to get to the immigrant.

Think of a colony. Think of the red and white daikon radishes in a tilted box on the pavement outside Dokal and Sons, on the corner of the Uxbridge Road and Lansbury Drive. Think of the road, which here we call asphalt: there, it is bitty. It is a dark silver with milky oil seams. A patch up job, Labour still in power, but not for long. It’s 1979, St. George’s Day, and the Far Right has decided to have its annual meeting in a council-run meeting hall in Southall, Middlesex, a London suburb in which it would be rare—nauseating—to see a white face.

To see anyone, actually. Everyone’s indoors. Everyone can tell what’s coming. It’s not a riot, at this point, but a simple protest in an outlying area of London, an immigrant suburb: a banlieue. Everyone knows to board the glass up, draw the curtains and lie down. Lie down between
the hand-sewn quilts shipped from India in a crate then covered in an outer cotton case stitched to the padding with a fine pink thread. The quilts smell of an antiseptic powder, an anti-fungal, Mars. We lie down beneath the blankets in front of the fire. It's 1979, so there's a small gas fire and a waist-high fridge, where we keep our milk and our bread and our cheese, right there, in the living room. It's 1979, and so I live in Hayes, though in two months, we'll put our house on the market and move.

Move away. As would you.

7. Ban en Banlieues (suburban)

A puff of diesel fumes on an orbital road.

The country outside London, with its old parks and labyrinths of rhododendron or azalea.

Futile and tropical pinks in a near-constant downpour of green, black and silver rain.

In the forest surrounding London, a light ice falls through the trees.

Like glitter.

A snake, aspen-colored, bright yellow with green stripes, slips through the bracken, its pink eyes open and black diamond-shaped irises blinking on then off. In frozen time, ancient beings emerge with the force of reptiles. In the forest, time and weather are so mixed up, a trope of bedtime stories, bottom-up processing, need. I need the snake to stop the news. This is the news: a girl's body is dressed and set: still yet trembling, upon a rise in the forest. There are stars. Now it's night. Time is coming on hard. The snake slips over her leg, her brown ankle. She's wearing shoes, maroon patent leather shoes with a low heel and three slim buckles, but no socks.

Whoever dressed her was in a hurry.

Imagine the scene: a forest outside of London, 10 p.m.
An April snowfall, the ground still coppery, gold. A snake has escaped from time: a water box, a shelf. Volatile, starving, it senses a parallel self, the girl’s body emitting a solar heat, absorbed in the course of a lifetime but now discharging, pushing off. Without thought, below thought, it moves towards her through the rusted trees.

8. Inversions for Ban

“To ban someone is to say that no-one may harm him.”—Agamben.

A “monstrous hybrid of human and animal, divided between the forest and the city.” (Ban.) To be: “banned from the city” and thus: en banlieues: a part of the perimeter. In this sense, to study the place where the city dissolves is to study the wolf. Is this why some of my best friends have come from the peninsula of Long Island?

To ban, to sentence.

To abandon is thus to write prose. “Already dead.” Nude. A “wulfsheud” upon a form. The form is the body—in the most generic way I could possibly use that word. The nude body spills color. Blue nude, green nude. The nudes of pre-history in a pool of chalk in an Ajanta cave. Agamben’s thought familiar to me, already, from the exchange of Arjun and Krishan on the battlefield. I should stop writing now.

What do the wolf and the schizophrenic have in common?

Here, extreme snow. I mean fire. The extreme snow makes me neutral about this first intact fragment. Of Ban. A novel of the race riot, “Ban.” Nude studies/charcoal marks: wired to the mouth of a pig. A’boar. Some of the work is set in the outlying, wooded regions of Greater London, where King Henry VIII had his hunting grounds. As a girl, I would lie down in my coat and trousers in the snow upon an embankment of earth: engineered, centuries before, to keep the meat in.
I wanted to write a book that was like lying down.

That took some time to write, that kept forgetting something, that took a diversion: from which it never returned.

I wanted to write a book on a butcher’s table in New Delhi: the shopfront open to the street, a bare light bulb swinging above the table and next to it a hook.

Swinging from that hook in the window, I wanted to write a book. Inverted, corrupted, exposed to view: a person writes a book in their free time, calling that time what they want to call it.

I wanted to write a book about England.

I wanted to write a book about lying on the floor of England. I wanted to return to England. I went to England. I was born in England. I lived in a house in England until I was thirty years old. My parents were English. I was English. After 1984, we all shared the same nationality, but by 2006 or 7, this was no longer true. Between September 2010 and late December 2012, I studied a piece of the earth, no longer or wider than a girl’s body prone upon it. The asphalt. As dusk fell: violet/amber—and filled—with the reflected lights coming from the discs, the tiny mirrors, positioned in the ivy as she “slept.”

On a balcony or street.

The asphalt’s green stars, the shed parts of a ragged elm come Spring.

Ban is a portal, a vortex, a curl: a mixture of clockwise and anti-
9. Notes for a novel never written

Ban dreams of being eaten alive by wolves.

Ban has tickets from the West End, and playbills, that will surely be worth something some day.

Are those two words? Someday. Tucked into a suitcase. Or sent in a crate. This pure banality, the sending of household supplies by freight, is an emigrant act. A form of nudity. And not a novel-length account.

Notes.

With some anger, the kind that builds up over years, in the absence of social services, I write sentences for days. Day three, day four, day nine. Days you never see, chucking back your Bombay Sapphire gin on the patio. Define patio. You could be naked out back and no one would see. Nobody. Where the two vowels ooze geneticity. Or display it. Just as the body without clothes on is analogous to a race mark. I asked my nine-year-old son why he wore his T-shirt to the outdoor pool. He said: "Mom, I think there might be some racists here." I wanted to tell him: "Honey. Honey...."

Ban is lying in the dirt, all sticky from her ice.

Ban is alone in a café as an adult, dispersing the gazes of others with nothing more than a pen and cup of coffee.

She's in India. Always India, where café culture varies, region by region, to be: almost non-existent. In the part she is from. Where she is. In a Sector 17 café. Writing in a place where everyone else is eating a quick breakfast. Like a tourist or office worker. Or the boss, taking his time and even smoking, smoking a rolled-up cigarette as he drinks his chai, staring hard at Ban when she stops writing. "Yes, ma'am. Cold coffee?" Ban licks the foam off her spoon then bends her head to the page again.

But what is she writing? In my own way, from this wet perch, one foot chained to the cage, I am staring too. A parrot. A shabby, vivid bird, pecking at her words. In times of great freedom, when the writing comes, I fly back to my own writing with what she knows. This is another reason not to write novels. Or read.

To summarize, I don't want to have sex ever again in my life.

I don't want it if it means partnering with a white man. A man who takes your polka-dotted dress from you and puts it on. Or leaves it on the brown plastic tray with the remnants of breakfast, outside the door, for a late morning clean-up. Why, in fact, would anyone disrobe with such casual proficiency, then lie down like that, with their legs and arms in the air? Like a baby? Why would a person get naked for a person with whom you do not share culture? (Ban).

But if Ban is a fundamentalist, if Ban converts, at some point, to the radical ideal of the body as somehow untouched, the very thing you cannot reach, then at some point, she'll have to take off her kit.

Sometimes I see Ban in the dirt of the place she is from.

Ban lying down on a sidewalk in London.
Without resistance. Beneath the ivy. At night.

Like bones before they are bones. Like eyes in the time that follows talking.

10. Chrysalis Notes, India

And there I lay down.

And filled it. With gold, red and orange “blooms.” And dirt. Nobody saw.

The most realistic rendering I could make of this experience—an experience that unfolded in the heat—would be to crawl on my knees around a cone of dirt, the reddish, pale yellow dirt of that place. The cone would be displaced, ready-made, a tip in the street—as if a hole had been dug nearby.

“I walk through the summer forest. It’s abandoned. Only five or six flowers are securely in bloom. A white one, a yellow one, a red one, and three light blue/purple ones. In late July, I was walking on a gemstone path carved into the side of the mountain. “Mica.” “Quartz.” Nouns are magical to an immigrant, fundamental to a middle class education.”

I made a mark in the dirt where something was.

A blinking cursor made of minerals and concrete and the evening rain.

I ate whatever was on my plate, in a basement café on the campus of Temple University, on the other side of the continent. The notes I made were like wings, the wet parts that broke off. To leak a seam.
Next to the ivy was a sheet of paper, throbbing where it froze. The frost on each green leaf. A dark or glossy leaf with creamy and rigid veins.

A philosophy of the street in which nothing happens, outwardly.

The roar of the race riot dims. Ban is crumpled like a tulip: there. A wetness, that is, with limbs. There are subtle movements: ventral and dorsal (muscular) twitches. This is the sensorimotor sequence. This is voltage: the body routed through its sounds: groans, murmurs, shouts. A brown girl on the floor of the world: mirrored or banked by flares of electricity in an incipient, late April storm. In the lapse between frames, the ivy-asphalt is weirdly green, illuminated by lightning bolts. Do these bright colors have their own autonomy or generative power? I don't know.

Where's the group? I hate the group.

Genital life gives way to bubbles, the notebook of a body’s two eyes. Are you sick and tired of running away? I pull myself up from my knees to clean.

I clean the street until all that’s left is a ring of oily foam, the formal barrier of a bad snow.

This is the snow: I think often about low-levels of racism, the very parts of a social system or institution that are hard to address, precisely because they are non-verbal—a greater trigger for schizophrenia in immigrant populations: in women, that is, than larger events, the race riot, for example, with its capacity: to be analyzed.

Many years later, I return.

I place a daffodil on the Uxbridge Road. It's early April, not quite the anniversary of Ban.
11. Nude page for Ban

I attach: a nude page for Ban.

I did not know how to scan in the page and send it to you. You had said I could send you something in a note form. The page, as you will see, is empty. The page at home is the same, but smudged. “Ban” is a puff of diesel. Something like a smudge, already dispersing. A warp of smoke looping around the orbital road surrounding London. So, the page I have in front of me is this page but with some soot, taken from the car exhaust pipe and smeared on the page.

Could I ask you, or someone else you know, who does not mind getting dirty, to take some charcoal or soot and, casually, smudge the page—and this be my page to submit?

Because nude pages are smudged. Prehensile. Dirty. A way to predict writing but not writing itself.

12. Sun and moon for Ban

When I was about to emigrate from England, my uncle Roshan, an astrologer and palmist who had lived for some time in the President’s palace in New Delhi, and later the Prime Minister’s, told me not to go.

In front of a small group of advisors, he told Indira Gandhi that she would be killed by two men standing next to her at a certain point in the moon’s arc across the sky. Evicted from the residence, he became, briefly, famous, when his prediction came true. Similarly, in a thick Indian accent, on the plush green sofa with its repeating leaf pattern, he said: “There is a giant snake eating its tail above America.” We looked at a map in the Children’s Encyclopedia that my father had bought from a travelling salesman in 1977. Uncle Roshan pointed to Toronto and drew a line, with his near-black fingertip, to Manhattan—the zone to avoid. I flew to Rochester, a small city on the shore of Lake Ontario. The day before I left, he made a holy fire in our living room and bathed me in the fragrant smoke, chanting a mantra to protect me.

From the violence to come.

The sun and the moon produce an intense light in the sky. On the aeroplane to America, I write a short story about Harrede, a French girl who scrapes a plate of spaghetti onto her lap when an older male diner and his wife stare at her uncombed hair in a restaurant. It is a true story, told to me before I leave—by Andy McMahon, a tall boy in a red leather jacket who wants to make friends. But I can’t make friends. I can’t have sex with a boy.
Instead, I emigrate.

To speak from my organs in a fiction without end. "Organ-speech," as Rose writes. "Wrote: a sound or act that serves to halt, even as it exposes, the ceaseless dispersal of the text."

That serves to halt.

Even as it exposes.

The ceaseless dispersal.

Of the text.

13. Five fictions for Ban

[1] "We walk through the rusted bracken to the lido, to the place where the Park Woods give way to a cultivated beach.

The darkness beneath the trees is a treatment, something a person might seek out to modify other sensations. It's a thick balm made from summer herbs and cooked in a pan. Comfrey turns the skin green where it sits. And if London, in turn, is packed inside the remnants of this forest, I can describe it only because I lived there and recall these themes, which are not themes. Returning, I change at Baker Street and take the Metropolitan line north. Where it ends I get off. Start walking."

—Ban, who lived for the first nine years of her life at 76 Lansbury Drive, Hayes, Middlesex (U.K.) and so cuts back one, reviving, slipping on the wet grass, to begin. Will you give a hand to Ban? Do you have a sentiment, do you have class? Let me tell you before you extend yourself that Ban is disgusting. Let me tell you that Ban is a difficult person to love, full of transience. I could tell you things about Ban.

[2] "Back at the house, there were some sugar crystals on the carpet.

I knew I should hoover them up before they got ground in. My husband slamming doors, banging around, you should do this, you should do that. My son threw in some white bin-liners. I was like—thanks? But later, when it was time to make something to eat, I'd lost track. I didn't know whether to defrost the meat."

—Ban's friend at KFC, during lunch on a plaza bench. Ban is pure
sympathy, still in uniform, one of the girls. That’s something that’s come clear to me over the years that I’ve known of her, through others and finally, though it was too late, in person: Ban. Who wants: to carve out her body from her body, to conceive herself with a human life in mind. Whatever. I can’t bring myself to do much more than tell how she lived. Then died. Ban on a bench, passing, nodding, brushing the crumbs from the burger off her rough red skirt.

[3] “We wanted to look for bottles, the tiny bottles we had heard were left in the roots of oak trees by elves.

My dad said: “Be back by four.” And Thippy and I leaped out of the car into the rain. It was raining, but only lightly and we had anoraks on. I’d recalled the haystacks I’d once seen, at the very end of the park, where a gate was and a white home with a thousand sparkling windows. Once, in the private meadow edging the park, I’d seen riders in their scarlet coats. Their horses had coats. I’d shouted: “Oi! Over here! Yoo hoo!” longing to touch the dark brown fur and feel the warm breath on my face. Thus, in the azalea maze next to the car park, digging with sticks beneath the hedge, I said: come on. Thippy was a Sikh boy with hair down to his waist. Out of view, he took off his pint-sized turban and let it fall. We pretended we were sisters, as we sometimes did at Balfours, buying six ounce bags of lemon sherbet with pennies stolen from the kitchen jar. It took two hours, that afternoon, to reach the haystacks and during our walk, we understood, in our hearts, that returning to the car would be just as bad as going back later. When we reached the gate, it was pouring and our hands were blue on the backs of them from the cold. A creamy mist had risen from the grass. From this mist appeared a horse, a completely white horse with muddy legs, and the rider tugged it so it came to where we screamed: “Horsey! Over here, horsey!” And let us pet it, forever, chatting, a man. When we got back to the car, we were wet. We got into the car, a blue Ford Cortina denting silver from my father’s many accidents. We got into the car and in slow motion my father twisted from the chest up, from the driver’s seat, to hit my face so hard the side of my head hit the window.

At this moment, I became Ban. When Thippy grew up, and his own father dragged him home from the school disco at Villier’s High School, and beat him on his legs and back, he became a Sikh fundamentalist. What choice did he have? He’d grown a beard by seventeen, and refused to meet my eyes on the rare occasions his parents forced him to come to our house for a Friday night dinner. He wore a black turban with a saffron headband and when he grew up, he bought the house next to his parents and they built a corridor between the two. But what I’ve left out is his brother, a boy I knew in childhood who also made me Ban. Not because he accompanied me; on the contrary, because he, too, made me weep. He wasn’t a boy. When we were eight, he was eighteen. When we were ten, he was twenty.”

—A story of Ban’s childhood. Has Ban described the countryside well, as it extends from the immigrant township built on the slope beneath the Nestle factory, but above the canal, where children swam in summer? Has Ban described the pink flowers against the dark silver background of the labyrinth, fragrant with juniper and other rotted things? Answer: No. Ban fails portraiture. Ban fails life, which is color. It is “costume and valence.” It is something more than this.

Last night, I told P. I did not want to continue seeing him when I returned to New York. I believe, in breaking up with him, I compared myself to a Safeway rotisserie chicken. I said I didn’t want to be one. Then I put down the phone and went back to drinking my rooibos tea. Yes and no. I should have asked her to make some coffee instead.”

—in the mid 90s, Ban went to the Zulu Homeland, to visit a childhood friend from Hayes, a suburban girl of mixed race (half Trinidadian-Indian, half white) who married an Afrikaaner she met in Capetown. I can’t name that girl, or say why she left the suburbs, as Ban, in her phone call to another friend, the person I ultimately interviewed, didn’t go into details. In the notes I took, Ban comes across as a person with a soft heart, but what I slice off is the “she.” Who, in this day and age, refers to a person for the first time as “her”? Who is this “her”? Is Ban a “black” person, using a mode of address she would not dare to in the United Kingdom? Is Ban black? Though now she is black. And flecked with silver. At the bottom of a river. On the street. “I have excellent clothes,” Ban once wrote to her friend, a letter I kept when it was given to me, not wanting to be rude.


—Towards the end of her life, in her early forties, still very beautiful despite her age, dark brown hair knotted with paintbrushes in a tatty bun above C7, the last bone of the spine as it goes down through the neck, Ban returned to India, where her ancestors were from, and lay down, as close as she could get, next to the border with Pakistan. A few feet away, under the gaze of a military presence, two guards a
14. Paranoia and the body

"People are looking at you." "Animals are looking at you."

I'm reading Adorno in the middle of the night on April 23rd, 2013: Ban's night, as it is, I realized, somewhere between all the Shakespeare references; the anniversary of the riot I am writing upon. About 10:33 p.m. Ban is almost there now—a sheer frost on her skirt and eyebrows. "Your eyebrows are so ugly. Did anyone ever tell you that?"

I want to think about the body becoming a kind of food for the street. Irreducible.

"I put out your light." "I put you in the garbage."

It's weird to gather these statements. For years now, I've been thinking about schizophrenia and disgust. How the capacity of a schizophrenic to recognize disgust in another person's face, the person looking at them, is actually the thing that's workable. You can train the schizophrenic to recognize other facial expressions based on their ability to respond to that one. Anhedonia, for example, the negative symptom of schizophrenia, is "the abyss between sentences," as Gail Scott writes. Decontextualized.

I wrote about this subject for many years.

I had no sense of being seen or observed by anyone as I wrote. Perhaps this was a problem too.

My family lived in an end terrace with a coal chute in the garden and a rusted out, abandoned Morris Minor with a shattered windscreen propped against the back fence. Next door lived Stephen Whitby, a member of the National Front's youth league. With regularity, he'd empty out the milk bottles of our Gujarati and Kenyan neighbors, filling them with an unrelenting supply of urine before putting them back on the step. He must have woken before dawn to do this. Red top for cream, silver for lowfat. Is he on Facebook?

Once, a man was beating his wife. Stephen Whitby climbed over the wall and banged his head on the window. He spat at the window then thumped it with his hand, screaming: "You fucking Paki!" He screamed: "Go back home, you bleeding animal!" The man stopped beating his wife, then resumed.

Adorno substituted people for animals; I feel cautious and sad reading his words in the middle of the night, studying the body for Ban.

Why?

To "reduce the living body." [E. Grosz].

To reach the point at which: "life rubs up against matter, its inner core." And thus to analyze nudity, in a text, as friction, the sacrifice gone wrong: but also: the normalizing contact with membranes of all kinds—plant, brush, nettles, ivy, asphalt, skin. What is the function of a non-genital nudity in a work of narrative? How can the body perform something in a new way—something that belongs neither to the scene nor to history? Note from the labyrinth: 2.b.

On the second day, pre-sky. Thinking, also, of bodies without shelter. How I woke up in India and looked down; we'd arrived at night. I
looked down from the window of a third floor flat to see body outlines, stirring, uncovering, shifting—beneath the soft/hard cardboard and aluminum layers.

In this way, I want swarming movements mixed with static forms.

Like Henry Moore’s sculptures in the Denver Botanical Gardens.

Research: Upper European, dark green plants. And molten bronze.

Focus hard on life to write a novel.

Try not to be afraid.

Perhaps for one night.

You don’t have to be afraid.

15. Notes for Ban: an infantile bank

Or diptych.

A presentation, pre-soaked. Quiet. It’s so quiet before a book begins.

So quiet that when my nervous system hurts, so does the sentence, because that’s all we have: each other. The sentence and I. We cope.

Met Andrew W. at Coda and after we’d settled down with our millet scones and tea, we made a pact to meet in Colorado, or virtually, a year from now, with novels.

Novels set in the U.K. and that we have not written yet. Why? Some ideas: “Lazy.” “Time.” Andrew makes a list and when we part, I tuck it in my bag, which rips where the arm of it, the strap, meets the red cloth of the torso. Who wants to pay through the nose for new accommodations? Not I.

This is a bank for sentences.

All the tellers are out to lunch. Customers purge on Newsweek and cappuccino in a central lobby designed so poorly that sometimes, before the agent returns, they leave. Some places, like the sloping bar-stool seats McDonalds pioneered in the late 1980s, eject you from your childhood position.

Anything but talk about Ban.

I would talk about pedophilia before I talked about Ban. Her left leg
or arm. As a child, I lay down on the bed like a sentence not written yet. Out came a pen. Out came paper. I have a memory of the paper slipping under my hips, for example.

A memory of public events that supersedes, perhaps, the grid of touch.

Flowers, electricity, and even herbs. I place them in a vase. I flip the switch. A foreign body is a frequency. It's a body flaring with violet light when you look away from the sheet and its matching pillow. These are notes, so I don't have to go there. I don't have to lie down with you. And I don't.

Just as I never write.

Just as I prevent myself from writing at all costs.

Just as I do not love.

Just as I substitute fiction for prose, and prose for the sentences that, like animals.

Like schizophrenics.

Like wolves.

Emit light. Perceptible to the ones who also. Lie down on the ground. Lie down on the ground like that.

16. Love Note for Ban

I think of a person I loved between the years 2004 and 2007, which were not years.

They were hours. "Little hours," as Andrew called them in Coda, a word that bears repeating. I think of how I lay down on the ground for him, thinking he would come, with coffee, and a blanket, but how, when morning came, I had frozen into a new position.

On a bank, where the stems transplant themselves upon our skin.

Because we're dead. We lay down on the riverbank and never got up again. Our ***** turned into red flowers that flared then rotted away, in the banal image of the body's reproductive system appearing outside it, as a gent. The yellow stamen that stabilized the parts of the page that looked boring, when we glanced down at the page, just lying there, with its legs open.

A book of time, for time and because of it.

A book for recovery from an illness. A book that repeats a sentence until that sentence recuperates its power to attract, or touch, other sentences.

A book as much poetry as it is a forbidden or unfunded area of research. The first thing to go when the bank fails. When the bank manager books his vacation to Costa Rica and blanks it out. His commitment. The strength of the British pound. An attendant menagerie of quotients, HR tips, and downtown rent.
I think of Roualt, who burned his paintings “due to criticism.”

I think of Barbara, who went to the Art Institute of Chicago sixty years ago. She’s eighty, I think. Her husband has dementia. He’s an alcoholic, in fact, and we’re meeting about that. We’re meeting in a room. Barbara and I annoy the group when we veer off into conversations about art. Barbara says: “I painted rocks at the Art Institute.” She says: “Sometimes I can’t draw but I get some nice lines.” I invite her to my house and somehow she drives from Fort Collins, shaking like a leaf on its stem. It’s Barbara who tells me about Roualt, and about her marriage, which dominated this other part of life. Its feathers. Feral moments so valuable you never share them with anyone else.

Like finances.

Like the writings of Melanie Klein. They are a deep orange with a cream border and though I don’t open the book, I keep it next to me as I write.

I go to the café to write, but am boxed in by two women close to my age.

A bit younger or older. I can’t tell. The first one says: “He makes me feel like I’m smart and uber-attractive. Sure, I’m thirty-seven but I look like I’m thirty, don’t I? I have to show my ID every time I buy alcohol.” And then: “Here’s what you’ll see. About twenty per cent of the females will be uber-pregnant. The thighs, lard ass.” In time, I understand that they are discussing an up-coming high school reunion. “They’ll be pregnant,” says the second woman, “and fat.

Unattractively fat.”

Perhaps, I think, I’ll set the bulk of my book in Haberdasher’s Aske’s School for Girls.

Perhaps Ban will be dark, but also crystalline, like a high-school vampire. Like blending something in a pan.

The paper that lines the pan.

For cookies.

“I hate cookies almost as much as I hate white people.”

Says Ban, to begin.

To write a sentence with content more volatile that what contains it.

So that the page is shiny, wet and hard.

So that sentences are indents not records; the soulful presence of a vibrant man or girl rather than persistence.

Their capacity to touch you in the present time.
17. Anamorphy for Ban

I wrote these notes not to be included in a book but because of it, right now.

If it’s love that links you to the earth, then I am writing these dull notes on a cloud. Give me another sip of that baby. Give me another slug of that leg. Writing these sentences in the sky, I’m wearing my very best sky-diving outfit: a negligee from Loughborough. I bought it on Ashby Street about a million years ago. Far above England, Wales, and then the sea, as we head towards Newfoundland on a sub-volcano swerve: I think about schizophrenia and make the race connection. Cos it’s easy, and at this point well known. But you might not know it. And I didn’t know it at the time.

My confidence faltered though these, below, I retained, for Ban:

A pseudonym, a stupid fragment. Mint tea. I don’t write for you, you write for me.

That is a schizophrenic sentence.

I hate white people.

That is another sentence.

I hate white people in groups.

That is definitely borderline schizophrenic, but as the person was born in Hayes, on the west part of town, in the complex of terraced houses behind the botanical garden, it’s understandable. The person was born in Hayes eight years before the race riot of 1979, which was subdued. A violence like snowflakes from under the bed, three maroon silk-covered duvets padding the space from the legs to the floor, though it never snows in England. Though it does now.

A fragment with its sticky edges rotating in a wet, dark space.

That’s a snowflake if you ask me. You asking me? Then use your mouth properly. Speak properly.

But that is a schizophrenic sentence, and only of the ordinary sort. The “let’s smoke a cigarette in Nantes at Christmas” sort. In Nantes, there is an exhibit. I go to the exhibit two years too late. In fact, there’s an exhibition of the drawings of Lucio Fontana in the back room of the gallery, next to the empty fountain, which figures. A fountain is a portal. A fountain is regret. I look at each print, waiting for the diagonal mark on the page, but it doesn’t come. Stupid me. I’m like a person waiting next to a fountain that’s under construction for a lover who arrives, but is stupid. Is stupid to why we’re here, meeting after all these years in a country that’s full of white people all at once, irregardless of the suburbs. Do you come from a suburb? I come from a ditch.

I wrote schizophrenic sentence after schizophrenic sentence until I reached the last sentence, both after and before.

I wrote on a map littered with silver triangles and citron-yellow squares, which was not convenient but it was better than not writing anything at all.
Nevertheless, someone ought to take that map away from the cartographer and feed him some breakfast instead. He's so thin. He's so ill-looking. Give him some eggs. Give him some cold juice.

I want some juice, but I'm not so lucky. The store's all out. Back at home, tired out from the walk in the snow, I am writing about disease processes about fifty years too late; in fact, I wish I had been born in 1958 not 1968. At least then I would have existed as a figure in an epic narrative. As it is, I hold the book open with the heel of my left fist and write with the other, gripping the pen like an animal. At this late stage, I'm writing about a person's attempt to maintain a level of psychic intensity at all costs.

Another bad line.

Somebody give her a cup to drink out of. Somebody give her a bowl.

Hospital images are psychotic images. They bring forward the simple memories but the memories turn out to be tents. The pale pink membrane tears to reveal a full-grown man standing on a porch with his shirt unbuttoned, the fabric billowing in the breeze. He's super angry. He's quick to take her arm, to catch her hand.

18. Race drops for Ban

As a teenager, I was a Kundera fan. I analyzed his novels and saw that each of his first and third chapters opened with a gesture: the head turned over the left shoulder as the doctor walks past the swimming pool; the woman raising her arm to touch the rigid brim of her bowler hat in the oval mirror. And so on.

Feral events cut through.

That is why I am obsessed by them. They traverse public histories in a single line. They chart what remains undomesticated not as problems, but desires. How did the virus enter the human bloodstream for the first time? That's not desire, that's eating. That's eating something or touching something with eczematous skin.

Subtle race pride—eye-rolling when the woman in the fuchsia pink and chocolate silk sari entered the Wimpy Bar—and so on, was found to be a trigger for schizophrenia that far exceeded the actual stressor of migration.

We knew that in our bones yet when we found Butch and Sarah, two bedraggled English girls—one thin and one fat—abandoned beneath a bush next to the Churchfield Gardens, we took them home. My mum fed them curried okra and rice, with yoghurt and lime pickle, and later, toast. Nobody came to look for them, and they themselves could not recall being parented or even what lay beyond that field. It was getting late, so my mum gave them a towel to wash their faces and hands with. When they were clean, we showed them to a makeshift bed beneath the dining room table. But in the morning they were gone. They were cute.
A door you can’t go back through.

As the event unfolds both after and before. As the text of a present moves so rapidly it cannot be written. This is why immigrants don’t write many novels; only emigrants do. I write to you at night, for example, when even my body is hidden from view.

19. London

Radical modernity requires something of me.

An aesthetics of violence.

To write the larger scene.

In this scene without depth, rust-colored dust bleaches to a dirty white, like the urea of city birds that then drains off.

“Never hit a black woman.” Elizabeth Lozano.

I tilt the paper to the left until all I can see are the clouds, blue and thick—though darkening—in the April sky.

She ate the sky.

The one thing that I can say about this awful night is that there are no possessions. There is nothing to buy or sell.
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